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III. CONCLUSIONS 

Tunneling coefficient, current density and TMR in FM/WGS/FM structure based on two-band Franc-Keine 
model and phase function method were calculated. It was shown that parameter oscillates at applied bias 
increasing.  It explains by the presence of the alternate areas with the high and low tunneling transparency, 
where tunneling electrons layers exist. This area burst because of the changing of the Fermi quasi-layer 
position and generation of the additional tunneling channels in two-band wide gape semiconductor. 
Oscillation of the transmission coefficient sustain phase and amplitude changings, При этом осцилляции 
коэффициента прохождения претерпевают фазовые и амплитудные изменения, conditioned by the 
height and thickness of the WGS potential barrier. Represented dependencies of the TMR from the applied 
bias are explained by the combination spin polarization of the tunneling electrons and non-monotonous 
dependence transmission coefficient from energy. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Currently, the most spread methods for computer modeling of transmission properties of photonic-crystal 
fibers (PCFs) are the finite difference method and the finite element method. Their implementation requires a 
limited 2D computational window surrounding the fiber cross-section. But PCFs are open 3D dielectric 
structures. In this case, perfectly matching layers (PMLs) are used to model open space, placed at the 
boundaries of the computational window. However, only unlimited planar PMLs, which cannot be used to 
bound the 2D computational window, can completely absorb the radiation incident on them. This leads to 
uncontrollable errors in the calculation of the mode attenuation coefficients caused by confinement losses. 
This limitation makes it difficult to estimate the transmission spectra of PCFs, that are necessary for the 
design of fiber-optic sensors. 

To correctly take into account the open nature of the electrodynamics problem, the method of Green’s 
functions can be used [1]. In its initial form this method has been formulated for PCFs formed in a dielectric 
matrix by air channels of circular cross section. In this case mode field components are represented by rows 
in cylindrical functions and the standard Graph addition theorem for the two dimensional Green’s function is 
used. But if the channels have more complicated cross sections this approach loses its applicability. In 
addition, the method [1] is not applicable in the case when a layered absorbing coating is applied to the outer 
surface of the PCF, which is a key element of the currently intensively studied fiber-optic sensors, using the 
lossy mode resonance effect [2]. 

This report presents the development of the method of Green's functions, performed with the aim of 
overcoming the above limitations. On the basis of the relations obtained, the modulation characteristics of a 
photonic crystal sensor of hydrogen concentration in the atmosphere are assessed. 

II. DESIGN RATIOS 

As the electrodynamics potential functions, we choose the longitudinal components of the electromagnetic 
field of a PCF mode    

and    (0z is the PCF uniformity axis). Let the PCF consists of parallel air channels 

located in a dielectric matrix with permittivity   . The cross-sectional perimeter of the i-th channel is described 

by a function        (for a circular channel             ), where    and    are the local polar coordinates of 
the channel. The following Fourier series can be written on the perimeter 
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the order of the Fourier polynomials. The outer surface of the PCF is coated with n layers. The thickness and 

permittivity of j-th layer are    and   , respectively. Series similar to (1) with unknowns   
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take place on the perimeter of the PCF outer surface: 
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where   is the global polar angle. 

Application of the Green's theorem to the known second-order differential equations, to which potential 
functions    

and    obey in the whole space, leads to functional equations 
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where         or        , N  is a number of air channels in the PCF, 
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is the two-dimensional electrodynamics Green’s function,    √     ,   is the dimensionless mode 

propagation constant, the radius vector   runs through the perimeters of the outer boundary of the PCF and 

the cross sections of the air channels with the variables of integration,    is the radius vector of the 
observation point that can be located in any of the air channels or outside the PCF. 

Substitution of series (1), (2) into Eqs (3) and application of the Graph’s addition theorem to the function (4) 
leads to a homogeneous algebraic system 

                                                                                                              

where M is a matrix of dimensions (N+1)(4m+2)x(N+1)4m+2), X is a column vector composed of the 

unknown coefficients   
   

,   
   

 (     ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅).The possible values of the mode propagation constant are found 
from the equation  

                                                                                                              

Fig. 1 illustrates the application of the developed method to the design of a photonic crystal sensor for 
detecting hydrogen in the atmosphere. Sensor action is based on the lossy mode resonance, in which the 
fundamental mode of the fiber interacts with the mode of the absorbing coating. Calculations are performed 
for two - layered cover consists of 1 μm TiO2 layer and 8nm Pd layer. The PCF is supposed to be formed by 
two hexagonal rings of air channels of diameter 3 μm and pitch 8.8 μm in quartz glass. Outer radius of the 
PCF is 61.7 μm. 

The arrow in Fig.1a indicates the main direction of the mode electric field. Fig1a refers to the wavelength 
λ=1.2178 μm, at which the maximal mode attenuation is observed. According to Fig.1a, the lossy mode 
resonance is due to the formation of standing waves in the PCF cladding. 
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Figure1. Lossy mode resonance in PCF hydrogen sensor: the fundamental mode intensity distribution over 
the PCF cross section (a) and the resonance transmission of the sensor due to the lossy mode resonance 

when the concentration of hydrogen in the atmosphere changes (b) 

III. CONCLUSIONS 

The developed method of Green's functions is effective for calculating PCF sensors using the lossy mode 
resonance phenomenon. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The last year’s show the following promising trends in light-emitting diode (LED) production: the development 
of new colloidal LED technologies replacing in some cases epitaxial LED (based on GaN or InGaN  quantum 
well hete  rostructures) аnd thereby using of quantum dots (CdSe, InP, perovskites) as building blocks in all 
types of LEDs. There are some advantages of semiconductor nanoparticles for LEDs such as: the emission 
color can be tuned by simply changing particle size, the narrow emission band, color purity and eye-friendly 
lighting, covering full visible spectrum by single excitation source, high photo- and thermal stability. Also 
colloidal technologies are less expensive than epitaxial and allow producing flexible devices. The actual aim 
remains the optimizing of LED design to get better devices performance. One of the ways to improve the 
performance of light emitting structures is nanoplasmonics. 

The main idea is that metal nanostructures strongly enhance light – matter interaction owing to high local 
concentration of electromagnetic field [1]. In certain “hot spots” substances emit light with higher intensity 
than in air or in solution. Metal nanostructures act as nanoantenna and effect both on excitation of 
luminophore through local field enhancement as well as on emission through density of states modifying.  

So, in certain conditions plasmonic can help to improve photo- and electroluminescene features of light 
emitting materials. 

 


